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ABSTRACT
Sanskrit texts on astronomy and mathematics arrange the digits in numerical
quantities in a right-to-left sequence, starting from the unit’s place, in accordance
.
−
with the maxim anka−na−m
. va mato gatih. . However, nothing much is known
about the origin or the rationale of this maxim. The noted historians of
mathematics, Bibhutibhushan Datta and Avadhesh Narayan Singh, observe
that “no explanation as to why the right to left arrangement was preferred in
the word system is to be found in any of the ancient works.” But in a Bengali
article written earlier, Bibhutibhushan Datta himself had discussed the rationale
of the maxim according to Gan.eśa Daivajña and Nr.sim
. ha Daivajña. This
−
−
article, after a brief overview of the history of the Bhu tasam
. khya notation,
presents three statements by Gan.eśa Daivajña, Kr.s.n. a Daivajña and Nr.sim
. ha
Daivajña on the rationale of the maxim with English translations.
−
−
Keywords: Bhu−tasam
. khya , Kat. apaya di, Gan.eśa Daivajña, Kr.s.n. a Daivajña,
Nr.sim
. ha Daivajña, word numerals.

1.

INTRODUCTION

For expressing large numbers consisting of several digits, Sanskrit texts on astronomy
and mathematics employ two kinds of notation. In the first notation, commonly
−
known as Bhu−tasam
. khya or word numerals, the digits 1 to 9 and zero are expressed
by words, whereas in the second method called Kat. apaya−di they are represented by
the consonants of the Sanskrit alphabet.
The first positive and datable occurrence of the Kat. apaya−di alphabetic notation
is in Haridatta’s Grahaca−ranibandhana which was composed in AD 683 in Kerala.
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The notation must have been invented about this time or earlier in Kerala, where
it was widely employed, not only in texts on mathematics and astronomy but in
other kinds of works as well. It was also well-known in Tamilnadu, and to a limited
extent in other regions of the peninsular India. It does not seem to have been
employed in any mathematical or astronomical work in North India, but there are
isolated cases of its use in magico-religious texts and on Sanskrit astronomical
instruments.1
−
1.1 Bhu−tasam
. khya Notation
−
The Bhu−tasam
. khya notation, on the other hand, is older and was employed
throughout India, and even outside. Here the digits 1 to 9 and zero, and also
several double-digit numbers, are denoted by certain significant words which have
numerical association. The symbolic words used in this system are derived from
many areas, such as the human body (netra, hasta and karn.a for 2), mythology
(ra−ma denotes 3 because there are three Ra−mas in mythology, viz. Paraśu-ra−ma,
Da−śarathi-ra−ma and Balara−ma), ritual (agni denotes 3 because there are three fire
altars in the Vedic ritual, viz. Ahavan ya, Ga−rhapatya and Daks. in. a), cosmology
(loka = world= 3, for there are three worlds, viz. heaven, earth and the nether
region; gaja = elephant = 8, for the flat earth is said to be supported by eight
elephants, one at each side and each corner), poetic convention (ś ara = arrow
denotes 5 because Ka−ma-deva, the god of love, is said to employ five flowers of the
spring as his arrows) and different ś a−stras (gun.a stands for 3, because there are 3
gun. as, viz. sattva, rajas and tamas). Chandah. ś a−stra, the science of prosody,
contributed many names of the metres as symbolic words to denote certain numbers.2

However, the choice of the term ru−pa for one or unity in the oldest of the
.
sources to be discussed below, namely the Veda−nga-jyotis. a and Chandah.su−tra, is
somewhat intriguing, for none of the meanings of ru−pa suggests anything unique.
The Petersburg Sanskrit-German Dictionary proposes as one of the meanings “ein
einzelnes Stück, Exemplar … daher Bez. der Zahl Eins,” which the Monier-Williams
Dictionary reproduces in English as: “A single specimen or exemplar (and therefore
1

For a comprehensive study of this notation, see Sarma (forthcoming).
These terms are mainly for two-digit numbers: atijagat metre has 13 syllables in each pa−da and
therefore represents 13, śakvar (14), atiśakvar (15), as. t.i (16), atyas. t.i (17), dhr.ti (18), atidhr.ti
(19), kr.ti (20), prakr.ti (21), a−kr.ti (22), vikr.ti (23), gayatr (24), atikr.ti (25), utkr.ti (26), jagat
(48).
2
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a term for the number ‘one’)”. The Petersburg Dictionary cites in support of this
−
−
−
−
−
meaning, Vara−hamihira’s Br.hatsam
. hita , 81.11: sa rdha s tisro guñja h. saptatimulyam
.
−
dhr.tam
. ru pam, which would roughly mean that if a single pearl weighs (dhr.ta)
three and half guñja−s (seeds of Abrus precatorius Linn), its price will be seventy
(standard coins). But does ru−pa here exactly signify “single specimen”? The
commentator Utpala does not think so; he explains the passage thus: yasya mukta−−
−
−
−
−
phalasya ru−pam
. prama n.am
. sa rdha s tisro guñja dhr.tam
. tasya saptatimu lyam.
I have consulted several colleagues on this term. Professor K. Ramasubramanian
suggests the most plausible explanation: Every individual has his/her own distinctive,
therefore, unique ru−pa, “form, shape, appearance”. It is thus the term ru−pa came
to stand for “one”.
−
Modern writers have been using the term Bhu−tasam
. khya for these symbolic
words.3 This designation was employed at the end of the fifteenth or the beginning
of the sixteenth century by Sundarara−ja.4 In his commentary Laghupraka−śika− on
the Va−kyakaran.a, he states that in the Va−kyakaran.a the numbers are denoted by
−
the Kat.apaya−di system and not by the Bhu−tasam
. khya system:
−
−
−
−
−
−
punar ap ha pañca−dhya−yya−m
. -…su ryasiddha nta-bha skar ya di-śa stra-siddhabhu tasam. khya−-para− n. i ru−panetra−d i ni ekadvitrya−d ny apaha−ya haridatta−dibhir
.
−
−
5
ang kr.taparahita−di-śa−strokta-nya−yena kat.apaya−dibhir eva sam
. khya bhidh yate.
−
“Again here in this Pañca−dhya−y− (i.e. Va−kyakaran.a), avoiding the Bhu−tasam
. khya
system as employed in the Su−ryasiddha−nta, Bha−skara’s works and other texts
(śa−stra), where [words like] ru−pa, netra and so on [stand for] one, two, three and so
.
on, the numbers are denoted by the Kat.apaya−di system, which is adopted (ang kr.ta)
by Haridatta and others and employed in texts (ś a−stra) like the Parahita (i.e.
Grahaca−ra-nibandhana) and others.”
−
No other Sanskrit text seems to have used this term Bhu−tasam
. khya in this

−
For example, Pingree 1981:1 and Subbarayappa & Sarma 1985: 332-333 use Bhu−tasam
. khya . It
would be interesting to investigate who among the modern writers have made this designation
popular.
3

Pingree 1981: 48: “Sundarara−ja … was a native of Viprasadgra−ma (Andan.a-nal-lur) near
Trichinopoly, in the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century.”

4

−
−
Sundarara−ja’s Laghupraka−śika−, commentary on Va−kyakaran.a 2.7: sarvatra sam
. khya vihita varn.aih.
kat.apaya−dibhih. , pp. 36-37, esp. 37.

5
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sense.6 Ma−hav ra, at the beginning of his Gan. itasa−rasam
. graha devotes ten verses
−
−
-sam
(1.53-62) to the word numerals under the title sam
khya
. jña s (symbols for
.
numbers). Aryabhat.a II employs word numerals in the fifteenth chapter of his
−
Maha−siddha−nta, where he calls them prasiddha-sam
. jña s (well-known symbols).
In modern times, Bibhutibhushan Datta and Avadhesh Narayan Singh have
coined the term “word numeral” which is generally used now.7
1.1.1 Early Occurrences of the Word Numerals
Word numerals occur sporadically in the Vedic literature. The term kr.ta is used to
denote 4 in Śatapatha-Bra−hman.a 13.3.2.1 and in Taittir ya-Bra−hman.a 1.5.11.1. In
Ka−tya−yana-Śrautasu−tra 22.1.21-22 and La−.tya−yana-Śrautasu−tra 9.4.31, the names of
the metres Ga−yatr− and Jagat− represent 24 and 48 respectively.8 The Sulbasu−tras do
.
not use these words but Veda−nga-jyotis. a does. This text employs generally common
words for numbers, but in a few cases it uses word numerals as well; thus ru−pa for
−
1 occurs in the R
. k recension 31 = Yajus recension 23; bhasamu ha (collection of the
lunar mansions) for 27 occurs in Yajus recension 20.9
−
1.1.2 Word Numerals in Pingala’s Chandah. su
tra

The earliest text which employs these symbolic words systematically and quite
.
extensively is Pingala’s Chandah.su−tra, which is generally placed in the second
century BC. The roughly 328 su−tras in this text, divided into eight chapters, deal
with the classification and definition of several Vedic and Classical Sanskrit metres
Hema−dri, Caturvargacinta−man.i, vol. 1, p. 135, quotes from the Ka−mika−gama the line
−
−
−
−
−
mekhalaika−thava− tisro bhu−tasam
. khya thava priye and explains bhu tasam
. khya h. as pañcasam
. khya h. .
Thus here the expression merely means “the number five.”
6

7

Datta & Singh 1962: Part 1, 53-60. Plofker 2009: 47 states that “A different representation of
.
decimal place value is revealed by a verbal notation called by medieval authors bhu−ta-sankhya−
or ‘object numbers,’ here designated the ‘concrete number system’.” She does not explain the
reason for this new designation.
8

Ojha 1971: 121.

9

Following Ojha 1971:121, Datta & Singh 1962: Part 1, 58 state that aya for 4 was employed in
R
. k recension 4 = Yajus 13, but this word is not met with in the latest edition of Kuppanna Sastry
& K. V. Sarma. Datta & Singh write further that gun.a for 12 (!) was used in R
. k 19 and yuga for
12 (!) in Yajus 25. In the latest edition, R
k
19
has
gan
a
and
not
gun
a;
Yajus
25 has yuga but it
.
.
.
means there an era of 5 years and not the number 12.
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according to the number of syllables or of morae in them. Therefore, several su−tras
contain words to indicate the number of syllables or of morae, the position of
caesura (yati) and similar quantities. Here the words used to express the numbers
are both common number words like s.at. (6) or symbolic words like r.tu or rasa (6),
the two types occurring in equal proportion.
There are about a hundred occurrences of the common number words. These
include cardinal numbers like eka, dvi, ..., ordinals like prathama, dvit ya, and also
words indicating groups like trika (tetrad) … daśaka (decade).
Likewise there are about a hundred occurrences of word numerals, such as
−

−

−
ś u nya (0), ru pa (1), yuj (2), samudra, veda (4), indriya, ka
maś ara, bhu−ta (5), .rtu,

rasa (6), .rs. i, svara (7), vasu (8), dik (10), rudra (11), a−ditya, ma−sa (12). These
word numerals are mostly used singly to denote single-digit numbers. In some
cases, two or more words are used together in a compound in the sense of x or/and
y. Thus su−tra no. 7.6 svara-r.s. ayah. means that in this metre there is one caesura
after 7 (svara) syllables and another after another 7 (r.s. ayah.) syllables; 7.16
r.tu-samudra-r.s. ayah. states there is one pause after 6 (r.tu) syllables, another after 4
(samudra) syllables, a third after 7 (r.s. ayah.) syllables.
Three combinations of word numerals deserve attention. Su−tra no. 4.32 reads
−
−
− −
vaita l yam
. dvih. -svara ayukpa de yug-vasavo ’nte r-l-gah. , “Vaita l ya [is the meter in
which] there are 14 (dvih. -svara−h. ) [morae] in the odd feet (ayukpa−da) and 16 (yugvasavah. ) [morae in the even feet], and at the end [of all four feet] there are one
ragan.a (r), one short syllable (l) and one long syllable (g).”
− −

Here the two-digit number 14 is expressed by dvih. -svarah. (2 × 7) where svara
is a symbolic word referring to the seven notes of music; and the number 16 by
yug-vasavah. (2 × 8), where vasu symbolically represents 8.
Again su−tra no. 4.42 reads: ganta− dvir-vasavo ma−tra−samakam. l navamah. ,
“Ma tra−samaka [is the metre where there are] 16 (dvir-vasavah. ) [morae in each
feet], and a long syllable (g) at the end [of each foot], and where the ninth [syllable]
is short (l).” Here the two-digit number 16 is expressed by dvir-vasavah. .
−

In a notation with place value, 14 could have been expressed as samudra-ru−pa
.
or veda-ru−pa, and 16 as rasa-ru−pa or r.tu-ru−pa. The fact that Pingala did not
employ such combination shows that he was not aware of place value.10 Had he
been writing in metrical verses, one could argue that he did not use such combination
due to metrical constraints. But there are no metrical constraints in these prose
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su−tras to prevent the use of expressions like samudra-ru−pa or veda-ru−pa for 14 and
rasa-ru−pa or r.tu-ru−pa for 16. Therefore, we are led to the firm conclusion that
.
place value did not develop at the time of Pingala, although the use of symbolic
.
words to represent numbers was developed to such an extent that Pingala employs
this mode almost a hundred times.11
1.1.3 Word Numerals with Place Value
Word numerals with place value occur for the first time in Sphujidhvaja’s Yavanaja−taka. At the end of this work, Sphujidhvaja states that he has completed the
.
work in four thousand Indravajra− verses in na−ra−yan. ankendu-mita−bda, “ the [Śaka]
.
year measured by [the digits] na−ra−yana (1), [numeral] signs (anka, 9) and the moon
(indu, 1)” (=AD 269/270).12 In an earlier verse, he states that his work is a
versification of Yavaneśvara’s prose version, which the latter had composed in
vis.n.u-graha-abda, “the year [measured by] Vis.n.u (1) and planets (graha, 7),” i.e.
Śaka 71 = AD 149/150.13
10

I must admit that I have once argued, on the basis of Needham’s statement that “zero symbol
as part of the numerical system never existed and could not have come into existence without
.
place value,” that Pingala’s use of śu−nya presupposes place value in India; cf. Sarma 2003,
Sarma 2009.
.
11
Datta & Singh 1962: I, 58: “The use of word symbols without place value is found in the Pingala
Chandah. -sûtra composed before 200 B.C. The principle of place value seems to have been applied
to the word numerals between 200 B.C. and 300 A.D.”
12
Yavanaja−taka 79.62:
sphujidhvajo na−ma babhu−va ra−ja−
−
ya indravajra−bhir idam
. caka ra |
.
na−ra−yan. a−nkendu-mita−bda-dis. t.am
.
−
kr.tsnam
. caturbhir mahima n sahasraih. ||
13

Ibid 79.60-61:
iti svabha−s. a−racana−bhigupta−m
.
vis. n.u-graha−bde
mah−pamukhyair anudis. t.atattva−m
.
hora−rtha-ratna−kara-va−k-samudra−m ||
su−ryaprasa−d <a−>gata-tattvadr.s. t.ir
loka−nubha−va−ya vacobhir a−dyaih. |
−
−
idam
. babha s. e niravadyava kyo
−
hora−rthaśa−stram
. yavaneśavah. pra k ||
It may be noted that in 79.60b, more than half of the line is missing; therefore it is somewhat
doubtful whether vis. n.u-graha−bde was the original reading.
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Interestingly enough, in both the chronograms, the word vis. n.u and its synonym
na−ra−yan.a stand for unity. Such usage is not seen in later texts.14 In another passage,
Sphujidhvaja uses, apparently for the first time, zero (bindu) in the decimal place
value system.15 There are a few other word numerals in the text, but the great
majority of numbers are expressed by common number words.
−
By the end of the fifth century the Bhu−tasam
. khya notation with place value
was fully developed and firmly established, so much so that Vara−hamihira’s
Pañcasiddha−ntika− expresses nearly all the numerical quantities in the entire work
with this notation.16 At the very outset, the work mentions the epoch of this work
as sapta−śviveda, i.e. Śaka 427 (= AD 505/6). One example should suffice to illustrate
Vara−hamihira’s method of expressing numbers.

vars. a−yute dhr.ti-ghne nava-vasu-gun.a-rasa-rasa−h. syur adhima−sa−h. |
sa−vitre śara-nava-khendriya−rn.ava−śa−h. tithipralaya−h. ||17
“According to the Saura-siddha−nta, in ten-thousand (ayuta) [solar] years,
multiplied by 18 (dhr.ti) (i.e. 1,80,000 years), [there are] 66,389 (nava-vasu-gun.arasa-rasa) intercalary months and 10,45,095 (ś ara-nava-kha-indrya-arn.ava-a−ś a−)
omitted lunar days.” It may be noted that in all the numerical expressions, the
.
−
digits are enumerated in the right-to-left order following the maxim ankanam
. va mato
gatih..
From this time onwards, all the subsequent works on astronomy and
mathematics (in so far as they were not composed in Kerala or Tamilnadu) employed
−
the Bhu−tasam
. khya notation. Even outside the realm of Jyotis. a proper, scholars
began to express the numbers in this notation. In particular, the year of copying a
manuscript or of the issue of an inscription is invariably expressed in the
−
18
Bhu−tasam
. khya notation. This aspect has been well documented.
Sarma 2003 does not record Na−ra−yan.a; he lists vis. n.u under 3.
15
Pingree 1981: 1-2: “Sphujidhvaja also seems to be the first to use a symbol for zero (bindu) in
the decimal place value system.” The passage in question is 79.6 s.at.-pañcaka−gre dviśate sahasram
.
−
−
tes.a−m
yuge
binduyuta
ni
s
at
ca.
Here
“s
at
-pañcaka
gre
dviśate”
means
“two
hundred,
and
6
and
5
. .
. .
.
in front of it, i.e. 265, and bindu-yutani s.at. ca means “six along with zero (bindu)”, i.e. 60.
14

16

The word numerals used in this text have been listed alphabetically by Pingree in his edition,
Part I, p. 185 and by T. S. Kuppanna Sastry and K. V. Sarma on p. 372 of their edition.
17

−
Vara
hamihira, Pañcasiddha−ntika−, 1.14.

18

See especially, Sircar 1965: 228-233.
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Along with Sanskrit language, Indian numerals and Indian calendar, the
−
Bhu−tasam
. khya notation was transmitted to Tibet and South-East Asia, where it
was widely used to express the dates (or rather the years) in inscriptions. 19
−
Interestingly enough, the earliest inscription where the Bhu−tasam
. khya notation
was employed is to be found in Cambodia and not in India. In this inscription, the
year of construction of a Śiva temple is mentioned as rasa-dasra-ba−n. a, i.e. Śaka
526 (= AD 604/605) and the year of a subsequent consecration as r.tu-va−ridhiindriya, i.e. Śaka 546 (=AD 624/625).20
1.1.4 Versified Lists of Word Numerals
As the word numerals began to be employed widely, attempts were made to
prepare metrical lists or lexica of these words so that the beginners can learn them
by heart. In the ninth century, at the beginning of his Gan. itasa−rasam
. graha,
Ma−hav ra devotes ten verses (1.53-62) to enumerate the word numerals from 1 to
9 and 0.21 Such verses also occur in the Telugu rendering of the same text which
was done by Pa−vulu− ri Mallana in the eleventh century. Strangely enough these
verses are not in Telugu but in Sanskrit, and these are not the same verses as in
Ma−hav ra’s original.22
In the middle of the sixteenth century, Keśava Miśra composed a work on
.
−
poetics entitled Alan ka−ra-śekhara. Here, in a small section entitled sam
. khya niyama−
mayu kha, Keśava provides a lexicon of word numerals for the poets to employ in
their writings. There exist also several independent lexica of such terms. For example,
−
−
−
the Sam
. khya
. jña -nighan..tu contains three sets of verses containing the Bhu tasam
19

On the spread of the word numerals outside India, see Coedès 1930-32, Gonda 1952, Jaquet
1835, Majumdar 1953, Majumdar 1985, Noorduyn 1993. I understand Anissa Oruzgan is making
a special study of the word numerals in inscriptions in Cambodia and Java.
20

Majumadar 1953:8-10. The relevant Sanskrit verse reads as follows:
dasa-dasra- śaraiś śakendravars.e
−
padam aiśam
. vinibaddham is. t.ika bhih. |
r.tu-va−rinidh−ndriyaiś ca t−rthe
(sa)lilastha−panam aka−ri tena bhu−pah. ||

21

These verses occur only in one manuscript, designated as M; they may or may not be part of
the original as composed by Ma−hav ra.
22

Pa−vulu−ri Mallana. Sa−rasam
. grahagan.itamu, p. 13.
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words for 1 to 9 and zero.23 Haridatta’s Gan.itana−mama−la is another unpublished
lexicon of these and other mathematical terms.24
Al-B ru−n gives a list of words to represent numbers in his India.25 Many
modern works contain lists of these words.26 One of the earliest scholars to study
these terms was the Belgian indologist E. Jacquet27 who discussed the word numerals
in Sanskrit, Tibetan and Javanese and provided lists in these three languages in
1835. In Java the word numerals are known as candra-sengkala (from Sanskrit
−
candrasam
. khya?). There are also versified vocabularies or lexica in Javanese language,
containing word numerals derived from Sanskrit and also those coined independently
in Java. These have been meticulously analysed by J. Noorduyn.28
.
−
2.0 The Maxim an ka−na−m
. vamato gatih.
− 29
− 30
In both the Bhu−tasam
. khya and the Kat.apayadi notations, the words or the
letters that denote numbers are arranged from the unit’s place onwards in the
.
−
right-to-left sequence, following the dictum anka−na−m
. vamato gatih. , “the movement
of the digits [is from the right] to the left.” But this order is the opposite of what is
followed in writing. Therefore when decoding the numerical expressions, the sequence
has to be reversed.

For example, at the beginning of his Siddha−nta-ś iroman. i, Bha−skara states
that the years elapsed between the commencement of the Kalpa and the beginning
.
of the Ś aka era are go’dr−ndvadrik r. ta− n kadasranagagocandra−h. , i.e. cow (go 9),
mountains (adri 7), the moon (indu 1), mountains (adri 7), Kr.ta (4), numeral signs
.
(anka 9), the Aś vins (dasra 2), mountains (naga 7), cow (go 9), the moon (candra 1).
23

A unique manuscript is with the Asiatic Society of Mumbai, see the Bibliography.
Available in several manuscript copies, see Sen 1966:86-87.
25
Alberuni’s India, 1, pp.177-179. There are some errors in this list. E.g. dadhi, given for 4,
should read udadhi; khendu is said to represent 10; actually it is not one word, but two, kha (0)
+ indu (1).
26
For the most comprehensive lists, see Sarma 2003, especially Appendix I, pp. 59-69.
27
See the Bibliography.
28
See the Bibliography.
29
Sircar 1965: 230 notes that in some inscriptions the right-to-left sequence is not observed.
Instances of such irregular cases from Orissa are listed in Acharya 2002: 187-188.
30 Aryabhat.a II’s Ma−ha−siddha−nta of ca. 950 is an exception in that it uses the Kat.apaya−di from
left to right.
24
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These individual digits, when read in the reverse order, yield the number
1,972,947,179.31 In the Kat.apaya−di notation this number can be expressed as dh−−
−
−
− −
sam
. -yu-tha -va-dh -ra-sa -dha -ka h. .
But the scripts in which Sanskrit was written all proceed from the left to the
right. Why should the words or letters standing for digits be arranged in the
contrary direction? What is the origin and rationale of this practice? The practice
must have originated about the same time as the place value, some time before the
third century AD when the earliest recorded instances of place value occur in
Sphujidhvaja’s Yavanaja−taka. As noted above, the Yavanaja−taka contains two
.
chronograms consisting of word numerals with place value, viz. na−ra−yan. a-ankaindu for 191 and vis. n.u-graha for 71. In the first case, the first and last digits being
the same, it cannot be said whether the sequence of the word numerals is from the
.
−
right to left or the other way round. But in the second case, anka−na−m
. va mato gatih.
is clearly followed.
As to the rationale of the maxim, Bibhutibhushan Datta and Avadhesh Narayan
Singh observe in their celebrated History of Hindu Mathematics that “no explanation
as to why the right to left arrangement was preferred in the word system is to be
found in any of the ancient works.”32 They go on to say that “the following
explanation suggests itself to us, and we believe it is not far from truth.” The
explanation they offer is that “the right to left arrangement is thus due to the
desire of the mathematicians to look upon the process of formation of word
chronogram as a sort of mathematical operation.” What they mean by
“mathematical operation” is the following.
In addition, subtraction and multiplication, we usually commence the operation
at the unit’s place and then proceed to higher powers in the right-to-left direction.33
. − − −
In fact, an anonymous text states v r.ddhi-h−ne ca sam
. yojye anka na m
. va mato gatih.,
It may be noticed that, for the sake of metre, Bha−skara uses different synonyms for the same
digit; thus indu and candra for the moon (1), adri and naga for mountain (7).
31

32

Datta & Singh 1962: Part I, 62.

According to Bha−skara, L−la−vat− 12, addition and subtraction can be done from the right to
the left (kramen.a) or from the left to the right (utkramen.a va−). Śr dhara, Pa−t.−gan.ita 18-19,
states that in the kapa−t.a-sandhi method, multiplication also can be done from the unit’s place or
from the highest place (vilomagatya− ’nulomama−rgen.a va−). However, the general practice in these
three operations is to proceed from the unit’s place.
33
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“in multiplication, subtraction and addition, the digits proceed from the right to
the left”.34
Another explanation is that this right-to-left arrangement is an extension of
the principle in the formation of numerical expressions of two digits, i.e. from
eleven to ninety-nine, in Sanskrit and cognate languages where the number in the
unit’s place comes first and the number in the ten’s place comes next, e.g. eka−daśa, dva−-daśa in Sanskrit or ein-und-zwanzig und neun-und-neunzig in German.
However, there is a more fundamental reason. In fact, in a very valuable
.
−
article, written in Bengali under the title “Anka−na−m
. vamato gatih.: gan. ita vidhi,”
Bibhutibhusan Datta had lucidly discussed the rationale of the maxim, citing,
among others, two passages from Gan.eśa Daivajña and Nr.sim
. ha Daivajña. Nr.sim
. ha
himself refers to Kr.s.n.a Daivajña on this issue.35
Briefly stated, the explanation offered by Gan.eśa Daivajña, Kr.s.n.a Daivajña
and Nr.sim
. ha Daivajña, is the following. The identification of a notational place as
the ten’s place or the hundred’s place is possible only with reference to the unit’s
place; that is to say, only when we proceed in the right-to-left direction and note
that each notational place is ten’s times higher than the previous notational place.
We cannot start from the upper limit and proceed to the right, saying that each
notational place is one-tenth of the previous place, for the upper limit is uncertain.
Numbers being infinite, there cannot be any upper limit. On the other hand, the
lower limit, i.e. the unit’s place, is certain.
In other words, this arrangement is intrinsically connected with the principle
of the decimal place value. A digit attains its real value from the place it occupies;
a place receives its value in reference to the units’ place. For example, if we
encounter a number with many digits, such as the one mentioned above, viz.
1972947179, we have to count the notational places from the units’ place in order
to comprehend that the “1” at the left extremity has the value of one billion. That
is why in modern notation, we insert commas (1,972,947,179) in order to be able
to count the notational places quickly from the right.
−
Sam
. jña -nighan.t.u, MS Asiatic Society of Mumbai, f. 4 verso.
35
Datta does not seem to have had access to Kr.s.n.a Daivajña’s commentary on Bha−skara’s
B jagan.ita, which was published just about the time Datta was writing his article; cf. the
Bibliography.
34
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− −
−
−
Therefore Gan. eś a remarks: eka−disam
. khya na m
. va makra mam antaren. a
− −
gan. anayah. savyakramo na sambhavati, “the left-to-right sequence (savya-krama)
for counting (ga−n.ana−) (i.e. the verbal expression like ‘three hundred and twentyfour’) will not be possible without the right-to-left sequence (va−ma-krama) [in
assigning] the designations ‘one’ and so on.”36

Since the explanations by these three savants have a fundamental bearing on
the numerical notation and deal, so to say, with the philosophy of the decimal
place value system, these passages will be reproduced below in full and translated
into English, as far as possible, quite literally.
2.1 Gan.eśa Daivajña, Buddhivila−sin− commentary (1545) on L−la−vat− 12.37
.
−
−
eka−di-stha−na-sthita−na−m an ka−na−m
. kramen. otkramen. a va yogah. ka ryo’ntaram
.
va−. katham. yatha−stha−nakam. stha−nam anatikramya vartata iti yatha−stha−nam eva
−
−
yatha−stha−nakam. ekastha−nam ekastha−ne yojyam
. viyojyam
. va . evam
. daś akastha ne
−
−
− −
daśakam
. śata distha ne śata d ty arthah. .
atvopapattih. . gan. ana−kramah. savyakramen.aiva bha−vyah. sarvatra, apasavyakramasya
− −
−
− −
śis. .tagarhitatva−t. eka−disam
. khya na m
. va makramam antaren.a gan.ana ya h. savyakramo
na sambhavati.
.
−
yatha− 1234. es. a−m anka−na−m ekam
. sahasram
. dve śate daśakatrayam
. catva raś
−
−
ceti savyakramen. a gan.ana sya t. lokair apy anenaiva kramen.ocyate. na tu catva−ras
−
−
−
trim
. śad dve śate sahasram ekam ity ucyate. api ca ka la-k rtana-prayoge ’pi para −
−
−
−
rdha-kalpa-manvantara-yuga-vatsara dikam
. deśak rtane ’pi dv pa-vars. a-khan. d. a dikam
.
− −
−
ca sthu la t su ks. mam ity anenaiva kramen. ocyate. evam ucyama−ne gan. ana−ya−h.
.
savyakrama-stha−na−na−m ankakramo bhavati.
−
−
− −
tasma−d eka−di-stha−na−na−m
. va makramen. aika disam
. jñeti sama ca rah. .

Translation:
.
“Addition (yoga) or subtraction (antara) of the digits (anka) occupying the
notational places of units and so on (eka−di-stha−na-sthita) should be performed in
the regular sequence (krama) or in the reverse sequence (utkrama). How? In
accordance with the notational places (stha−na). [Grammatical analysis of the
compound yatha−stha−nam]. [That is to say,] the digit occupying the unit’s place
36
37

See below.
Gan.eśa Daivajña, Buddhivila−sin , p. 13.
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should be added to or subtracted from the digit occupying the unit’s place. Likewise
the digit occupying the ten’s place [should be added to or subtracted from the digit]
of the order ten (daśaka) and [that occupying] the hundred’s place and so on
[should be added to or subtracted from digits] of the order hundred and so on.
“Here is the demonstration (upapatti) of this [rule]. The sequence of counting
(gan. ana− -krama38) should always be in the left-to-right sequence (savya-krama),39
for the right-to-left sequence (apasavya-krama) is disapproved of by the learned
(śis. t.agarhita). [However,] the left-to-right sequence (savya-krama) in the verbal
expression (gan.ana− ) will not be possible without the right-to-left sequence (va−ma−
krama) [in assigning] the designations ‘one’ and so on (eka−di-sam
. jña ).
“For example, [let us consider] 1234. The counting (i.e. verbal expression) (gan.ana−)
of these digits will be made in the left-to-right sequence (savya-krama) as ‘one
thousand, two hundreds, three decades, and four.’ People also speak in the same
sequence. Nobody says ‘four, thirty, two hundreds, one thousand.’ Moreover, the
[common] usage of mentioning time (ka−la-k−rtana-prayoga) is in [the sequence of]
para−rdha, kalpa, manvantara, yuga, year and other sub-divisions; likewise a locality
is mentioned [in the sequence of] dv−pa, vars. a, khan. d. a and further sub-divisions; we
speak in [the sequence proceeding] from the larger (sthu−la) to the smaller (su−ks. ma)
.
[units]. Thus in spoken language (ucyama−na), the sequence of digits (anka-krama)
for the verbal expression (gan.ana−) will be [that] of the notational places in the leftto-right sequence (savya-krama).
“Therefore, the notational places beginning with units receive the designations
beginning with ‘one’ in right-to-left sequence (va−ma-krama); this is the proper
practice (sama−ca−ra) [on which the verbal expression (gan.ana−) is founded].”
−
Gan.eśa’s idea is as follows: sam
. jña (designation) of numbers begins with the
smallest (unit’s) place [because we cannot define “two” without “one”, and ten’s
place without unit’s place], while the gan.ana− (verbal expression of a number)
begins, just by convention, with the largest notational place. Therefore gan.ana− is
−
possible only after the sam
. jña s have been assigned to the notational places.

By gan.ana− , Gan.eśa means the verbal expression of a number with the positional value of each
digit like “three hundred and twenty-four” and not mere counting like “one, two, three …”
38

39

Savya-krama is literally the “sequence [from] the left”; but for greater clarity, this expression
and daks. in.a-krama will be rendered here as the “left-to-right sequence”; likewise apasavyakrama and va−ma-krama as the “right-to-left sequence”.
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.
2. Kr.s.n. a Daivajña, B−japallava/Nava−n kura− commentary (ca. 1600) on the
B−jagan. ita:40
.
paramaka−run. iko bhagava−n [svayambhu−h.] aticaturo navaiva−nka−n sasarja yatha−
1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9. atha ca−bh−s. .tastha−na−d va−makramen. a dvit−ya-tr.t−ya−di-stha−na−.
− −
− −
−
−
ny uttarottaram
. sam
. khya na m
. sam
. jña bhir daśaśata dibhir asan ketayat.
. daśagun. a na m
−
−
−
−
−
prathamam
. caika-gun. a-sam
. khya -stha natva d ekasam
. jñaya .
. stha nam
.
tatha− sati navaiva−n kas tatra stha−na-sambandha−t stha−na−ni va− tat-tad.
−
−
−
41
an kasambandha−d yatha− sva−nta−nta−m
. sam
. khya m
. jña payeyur iti sakalasam
. khya .
vagamah. sugama iti. yatha−bh−s. t. astha−ne niveś ito ’yam an kah. 3 ekagun. a−ya−s
− −
−
−
−
−
−
−
tritvasam
. khya . khya ya jña pako bhavati. tato va mato dvit yastha ne niveśita h. svasam
−
42
ya− daśaka-jña−pako bhavati. yatha− daśakadvaya-jña−pako ’yam
. 20. evam
. va matas
.
−
−
−
− −
tr. t ya-caturthapañcama di-stha na-niveś ito ’n ka uttarottaram
. daś agun. a na m
. ś ata−
− − −
−
−
sahasra yuta d na m
. yatha svam
. jña pako bhavati.
− −
−
−
−
−
tatra−bh−s. .ta-sam
. khya ya yatha sam
. bhavam eka-daśaka-śata dy-abha ve tatstha na−
−
−
−.
−
~
pu ran. a rtham abha va-dyotaka n kah. ś u nya-sam
. jnako lipiviś es. o niveś yate. yatha −
− −
−
− −
−
−
−
s. .tottaraśata-sam
. khya ya daśaka bha va d dvit yastha ne śu nya-niveśanam 108. yatha
−
− −
− −
−
− −
−
va s. .tottarasahasrasam
. khya ya m
. daśaka-śatakayor abha va d dvit ya-tr.t ya stha nayos
tat 1008.
−

anyathoda− hr. ta-sam. khyayor 43 yatha−kramam as. t. aka-ś atakayor eva− s. .takasahasrayor44 eva va− niveśe45 18 dvit−yastha−na-niveśitasya daśakajña−pakatva−d
−
−
−
−
− −
− − −
−
as. .tadaś atvam
. khya ata eva tra yuta-laks. a d na m abha ve ’pi
. prat yeta na bh s. .ta-sam
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
46
na tat-stha ne śunyam
. niveśyate, tena vina py-abh s. .tasam
. khya -jña paka-stha napuran. a−t.
There are two editions of this commentary. In the first edition in the Ana-ndaśrama Sanskrit
−.
−
Series (ASS) the commentary bears the name Nava nkura , while it is styled B−japallava in the
second edition from Tanjore. There are slight differences in these two editions, which are noted
below.
40

41

Tanjore omits sva−nta−nta−m
..

42

Tanjore ekam
..
ASS anayor uda−hr.ta-sam
. khyayor.

43
44

ASS omits eva.

45

ASS va−’niveśe, meaning va− aniveśe, but it ought to be niveśe here. The avagraha is redundant.

46

ASS omits na.
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− −.
− −
−
− −
− − −
ato ’bh s. t. a-sam
. khya ya m uttara vadhi-bhu ta n kastha na d daks. in. a-stha na na m
.
−
−
−
−
− −
−
−
− − −
tv
apu
pu rakatva t tatroktar tya ś unya-niveś anam a vaś yakam. va mastha na na m
.
rakatva−d a−nantya−c ca na tat tatheti.
−.
−
−
−
nanv asti lipi-pus. .ta-savyakramah. 47 śis. .ta-sam
. mato ma ngalikatva d a daran. yaś
− −
−
−
−
ca tat katham
. tam apaha ya pasavyakrama a dr.ta iti cet. na. śata-sahasra yuta-laks. a − −
−
−
di-yuta48-sam
. khya ya uttarottaram abhyarhitatva t tatsavyakramasyocitatva d etatkra−
masya yuktatva t.
−
−
−
−
na ca−bhyarhita-sam
. khya tah. savyakra ma rtham uttara vadhitah. pradaks. in. a−
−
−
− −
kramen. aiva dvit−ya−di-stha−na−na−m
. sam
. jña stv iti va cyam. uttara vadher abha va t.
−
−
−
−
−
paricchinna-sam
. khya su tat-sattve ’pi tasya niyatatva t prathama vadhes tu niyatatva t
−
tatstha−nam a−rabhya stha−na-sam
. jña yuktatarety alam
. pallavitena.

Translation:
“The great compassionate Lord [the Self-Born, i.e. Brahma−] ingeniously created
just the nine digits, namely 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Then he assigned to the second,
third and other notational places, [which are counted] in the right-to-left sequence
−
(va−makrama) [starting] from any desired place, the designations (sam
. jña ) ten,
−
hundred, and so on, [designations which pertain to] numbers (sam
. khya ), successively
ten-times higher [than the previous]. To the first notational place [he assigned] the
designation ‘one’ because it is the place for the number whose value is obtained by
−
−
multiplying itself with one (eka-gun. a-sam
. khya -stha na).
“For this reason, there are only nine digits, [so that they] by their combination
with the notational places, or the notational places by their combination with the
−
respective digits, would indicate (jña−payeyur) the number (sam
. khya ) whose last
(highest) [unit] is its last [notational place] (sva−nta−nta), and thus the cognition
(avagama) of all numbers becomes easy. For example, this digit 3 placed in any
desired place (abh−s. .ta-stha−na) becomes the indicator (jña−paka) of the number 3
which is multiplied by 1. The [digit] placed in the second notational place to the left
(va−matah.) of that becomes the indicator (jña−paka) of ten-fold (daśaka) of its own
number, just as this 20 is indicator of two decades (daśaka-dvaya). Similarly the
digit placed in the third, fourth, fifth and other notational places, as counted
towards the left, becomes the indicator progressively of ten-fold, hundred-fold,
thousand-fold, ten-thousand-fold of its own value.
47
48

ASS lipis. u savyakramah. .
ASS omits -yuta-.
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“There, in a given number, when there is an absence (abha−va) of ones, tens,
hundreds, and so on, as the case might be, in order to fill that place, a symbol
(lipiviśes. a) called ‘empty’ (śu−nya-sam
. jñaka), which denotes the absence [of a digit],
is put [in the corresponding place]. For example, in the number one hundred and
eight, owing to the absence of the decades, a zero is placed in the second notational
place; thus 108. Or in the number one thousand and eight, owing to the absence of
tens and hundreds, the same [zero is placed] in the second and third notational
places; thus 1008.
“Otherwise, in the above-mentioned numbers, when only the [digits for] eight
and hundred or the [digits for] eight and thousand are placed in the proper sequence,
[both become] 18; because the digit placed in the second notational place indicates
ten, this [number] would indicate the state of being eighteen and the desired number
[108 or 1008] would not be understood. [Hence, zero has to be placed where necessary.]
Therefore, even in the absence of ten-thousands (ayuta) and hundred-thousands
(laks. a), and so on here, a zero is not placed in those notational places, because
even without it (i.e. the zero), the notational places required for expressing the
desired number have been filled.49
“Therefore, in a given number, the notational places situated to the right of
the notational place of the digit which constitutes the upper limit (uttara−vadhi.
bhu−ta-ankastha−na−t) require to be filled. Therefore, it is necessary to place zeros
there in the manner indicated [above]. But the notational places to the left [of that
upper limit] do not require to be filled; they are also endless; the above rule does
not apply here (na tat tatha−) (i.e. no zeros are placed to the left beyond the highermost notational place which is given).
“Now the left-to-right sequence (savya-krama) is supported by the [manner of]
writing (lipi-pus. .ta); it is approved by the learned (śis. .ta-sam
. mata) and is respected
because it is auspicious. Why is it abandoned in favour of the right-to-left sequence
(apasavya-krama)? If [you were to argue] thus, the answer is no. [You may argue
further that] in a number containing hundred, thousand, ten-thousand, hundredthousand, and others, the next one being always higher and respectable (abhyarhita),
the left-to-right sequence (savya-krama) is proper (ucita) and this sequence is
employed [in actual speech].
49

That is to say, in the number 1008, no zeros need to be put in the notational places to the left,
even though the notational places of ten-thousands (laks.a), hundred-thousands (kot.i) and so on
are empty, because such zeros would be endless, and because the number 1008 will be understood
even without the zeros to the left.
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“[You] cannot say that, for the sake of left-to-right sequence starting from a
high and respectable number (place), the designation of the second and higher
notational places be made by left-to-right sequence (pradaks. an. a-krama) from the
upper limit (uttara−vadhi); because there is no upper limit [of notational places].
Although the [upper limit] exists in particular (paricchinna) numbers, it being
uncertain (aniyata), the first limit (prathama−vadhi) being certain (niyata), it is
more appropriate to assign the designations to the notational places starting from
that notational place (i.e. the unit’s place). There is no need of further elaboration
(alam
. pallavitena).”
−
−
−
3. Nr.sim
. ha Daivajña, Va rttika (1621) on Siddha nta-ś iroman. i, Madhyama−
− −
−
−
50
dhikara, Kalamanadhyaya, 28-29, (explains why Bhaskara mentions the digits in
the number of years elapsed between the commencement of the Kalpa and the
′
beginning of the Saka era in right-to-left sequence):
.
atra− n ka− na− m. va− mato gatih. ekastha− na− d daś aka-stha− na− di-vinya− sasya
.
va−makramen. aiva−dya−ih. sanketitatva−t. eka eva dvy-a−di-nava−vasa−na−vr.ttibhir dvitva−.
−
−. −
−
disam
. labhate. evam
. navaiva nka h. sanketita h. .
. khya m
−

−
punar eka eva51 daśagun.ottaro daśaka-śata-sahasra−di-sam
. khya m
. labhate. yatra
.
−
− −
−
−
−
−
nava vasa na vr.tta eko vinyasyate tad eka-stha nam. yatra nava nta nka vr.tta eva daśagun.ottaro vinyasyate tad daśaka−di-stha−nam ity a−huh. .
− − −
− − −
−
stha−na−nantya−t sam
. khya ya a nantyam. stha na na m
. yo ’vaśyam
. mantavya uttara −
−
− −
−
− −
− −
vadhis tasya para−rdha iti sam
. jña k r. ta . a ca ryen. a para rdhasya s..ta daś a stha na ny
−
−
−
−
−
ukta ni. kvacic cha stra ntare ’dhika ny ukta ni.
− −
−
−
−
−
śu−nyam
. na ma bha vas tad api sam
. khya ntargatam eva sam
. khya -dyotakatva t. eka
.
−
−
− −
−
eva sahasra-sam
. khya m
. katham
. dyotayed yady eka-daśa-śata-stha nes. v anka na m abha −
−
−
va c chu nya-niveśo na sya t.
.
nanv eka−di-stha−na-sthita−na−m anka−na−m abha−ve yadvac chu−nya-niveśena laks. a−−
−
−
−
− − −
−
−
−
di-sam
. khya vabodhas tadvat para rdha di-stha na na m abha ve śu nya-niveśena pi sya t.
−
−
yuktaś ca va ma-krama d daks. in.a iti cet kim atra vaktavyam.
−
−
−
uktam eva−tra b−ja-gan. itam
. vya khya tavadbhih. kr.s.n. a-daivajñair uttara vadher
−
−
−
−
abha−va−t paricchinna-sam
. khya su tat-sattve ’pi tasya niyatatva t prathama vadhes tu
−
−
−
− − −
~−
niyatatva d iti. uttara vadheh. pradaks.in. a-kramen. aiva dvitiya di-stha na na m
. sam
. jn a stv iti tatra−p−dam evottaram.
50
51

Nr.sim
. ha Daivajña, Varttika, p. 27.
The printed text erroneously reads iva here.
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.
abhyarhita-stha−na-sthasya panktau pu−rva-niveśas tad-adhah. -sthitastha−nastha−−
−
− −
−
na−m
. savya-kramen.a stha panam ucitam
. lokes.u tatha dr.śyate tat tv ekastha na d va makramen. a daś aka−di-stha−na-vinya−senopapadyate.
−
~−
athava− parama−n. va−dy adhikr.tya dvy-an. uka−di-sam
. jn a h. kriyante tadvad ekastha −
−
−
−
−
−
nam adhikr.tya daśaka di-stha na-sam
. jña -karan. e na kaścid dos.ah. . eka di-stha nasa −
−
− −
− −
dhyatva−d daśaka-stha−na−d−na−m uttarottara-sam
. khya ya m
. pu rva-pu rva-sam
. khya ya h.
−
52
sa ttvat .
−
−
tasma−d ekam abjam
. nava rbuda ni sapta kot.yah. prayuta-dvayam
. laks. anavakam
.
−
−
−53
−
−
catva ry ayuta ni sahasra-saptakam
. śatam ekam
. sapta daśaka nava ceti gata h. śaka dau.

Translation:
“Here the digits proceed [from the right] to the left, because the ancients have
laid down that the notational places are to be arranged from the unit’s place
(ekastha−na) to the ten’s place and so on, only in the right-to-left sequence
(va−makramen. a). Unity (eka) itself, when repeated (a−vr.tti) twice to nine times,
−
attains the numerical value (sam
. khya ) of two and so on. Thus only nine digits have
been laid down [by the ancients].
“Again, unity itself, when progressively increased each time ten-fold
(daśagun. ottara), obtains the numerical value of ten, hundred and so on. Where
unity, after being repeated [once] to nine times, is placed that is the notational
place of units (ekasthana). Where [unity], after being repeated [once] to nine times
and then progressively increased ten-fold (daśa-gun. ottara), is placed that is the
notational place of tens, and so on (daśaka−di-stha−na); thus state [the ancients].
“Because the notational places are unlimited, the numbers are unlimited. The
upper limit (uttara-avadhi) of the notational places, which must necessarily be
taken into account, is given the designation para−rdha. The [venerable] teacher (i.e.
Bha−skara−ca−rya) mentioned that para−rdha has eighteen notational places. In some
other texts more [notational places] are mentioned.
“Zero (ś u−nya) means ‘absence’ (abha−va); this is also included among the
numbers because it [too] indicates numbers. How can ‘unity’ indicate the number
thousand, when the zero is not placed in the notational places of ones, tens and
hundreds owing to the absence of digits [in those notational places]?
52
53

The printed text erroneously reads satva−t here.
The printed text erroneously reads daśaka−h. here.
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“Now, if you say that, just as we get the cognition of the number hundredthousand (laks. a) etc. by putting zeros where there is no digit in the notational
places beginning with unity, even so there would be [the cognition of the same
number] by putting zeros where there is no [digit in the] notational places beginning
with parardha, and that the left-to-right sequence (daks. in. a) is more appropriate
than the right-to-left sequence (va−makrama), what can be said here [against such
view]? 54
“In his commentary on the B−jagan.ita, Kr.s. n.a Daivajña has indeed remarked
that, when there is no upper limit, even though it exists in particular numbers
−
(paricchinna-sam
. khya ), the upper limit being always uncertain, and because the
first limit (prathama-avadhi) being certain, [it is proper to arrange the digits from
the lower limit in the right-to-left sequence]. If you say, let the second and other
notational places be designated by starting from the upper limit and proceeding
only in the left-to-right sequence (pradaks. in.a-krama), even then the answer is the
same.
“First placing in the line [the digit] in the highest notational place
(abhyarhitastha−nastha), then placing (stha−pana) [the digits] which are situated in
the notational places situated below that in the left-to-right sequence (savyakrama) is appropriate, because the same is seen in the common practice (lokes. u);
but that becomes possible only by starting from the unit’s place and assigning the
notational places of tens and others in the right-to-left sequence (va−ma-krama).
“Or, just as, taking the parama−n.u etc. as the basis, terms like dvi-an.uka and
such terms are coined, even so when we take the notational place of units as the
basis, and coin designations of the second and other notational places, there is no
harm, because the notational places beginning with tens have the state of being
established by the notational places beginning with units, because the preceding
number resides in the succeeding number.55
“Therefore one billion (abja), nine hundred-millions (arbuda), seven ten-millions
(kot.i), two millions (prayuta), nine hundred-thousands (laks. a), four ten-thousands
54
The opponent’s idea is as follows. The number laks. a may be expressed as 000000000000100000
(with 12 zeros before ‘1’ and 5 zeros after that) in the 18-decimal-place system. Therefore, if the
highest place is fixed at the 18th notational place named para−rdha, laks. a can be expressed as
0000000000001 as well as 100000.
55
That is to say, the number “two” resides in, or part of, “three”; “ten’ resides in, or part of,
“hundred”; etc.
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(ayuta), seven thousands, one hundred, seven tens (sapta daśaka) and nine [years]
have elapsed [from the commencement of the Kalpa] up to the beginning of the
Śaka era (1,972,947,179).”
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